
Managing and accurately accounting for the costs associated with
margin, stock borrowing and financing agreements has long been
a major challenge for buy-side firms. In large part this stems from a
lack of transparency into the margin and fee calculations. And in 
a multi-prime environment, gathering, managing and analyzing
each prime broker’s margin and financing statements has become
even more laborious. Yet without that transparency, hedge funds
may not realize how much incremental profitability is leaking away,
and the significant impact that can have on their bottom line. 

Enhance your client services through the
power of Syncova 
SS&C Advent’s Syncova solution suite provides fund administrators
with comprehensive tools to manage all their buy-side clients’
financing costs, stock loans and margin requirements across
multiple counterparties. Its automated and highly configurable
calculation engine delivers high quality analysis, reconciliation
(including integration to third-party reconciliation tools),
replication, alerting and reporting. 

The result is unprecedented transparency and improved accuracy
of margin, financing, and stock borrowing costs — powerful
knowledge that your hedge fund clients can use to  manage their
counterparty relationships and enhance their profitability. 

Gain a competitive edge
With Syncova, fund administrators can:

• Accurately consolidate and attribute margin by underlying fund,
strategy or portfolio manager.

• Validate the accuracy of financing and borrowing charges by
replicating broker calculations.

• Provide accurate side-by-side comparisons of broker financing
and borrow costs.

• Reduce the risk of overcharges with broker-by-broker
comparisons.

• Support all financing calculation structures, including net and
gross financing, asset-based financing, and tiered spreads.
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Manage your clients’ margin and financing costs
Deliver true added value, and differentiate your offering with powerful tools 
designed to help minimize your hedge fund clients’ margin and financing costs.



Grow your middle office business by offering
fast and easy margin and financing control

Proven service partner 
With more than 4,300 clients around the world, from established
global institutions to small start-up practices, SS&C Advent is a
recognized technology leader in the investment management
industry. We have been delivering unparalleled precision and
ahead-of-the- curve solutions for more than 30 years, helping
hedge funds and fund administrators around the world to
minimize risk, grow their businesses and thrive. 

Let SS&C Advent deliver the flexible solutions you need, so you
can focus on providing clients with true value-added services 
that will help differentiate them and you in today’s marketplace. 

Get in touch at advent@sscinc.com to discuss your goals and
how Advent Syncova can support your business strategy. 

Automated data collection Automate the gathering, managing,
and analyzing of data on margin and
financing costs across multiple
counterparties.

Complete, standardized
view

Eliminate the need to review multiple
reports in different formats from
different providers, with its associated
IT overhead.

Reduce risk of overcharges Daily reports detail all counterparty
financing accruals to ensure charges
are accurate.

Accurately attribute costs 
to daily position P&L

Efficiently tie back financing charges
and stock loan fees to positions at any
level e.g. by strategy or trader.

Maintain counterparty
control

Comprehensive reports enable better
control, analysis, and management of
all counterparty agreements.

Financing reconciliation Reduce operational risk by quickly
identifying and resolving issues with
prime brokers.

Anytime, anywhere access
and management

Our intuitive web dashboards, and
potential to integrate Syncova into
your existing web portal, allow quick
and easy access to comprehensive
reports.
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